Abstract
Introduction
Due to the inherent flexibility in structure representation, Extensible Markup Language (XML) has become a ubiquitous standard for data representation and exchange on the Internet as well as Intranets. With the increasing volume of XML documents, there arise many issues concerning the efficient storage and retrieval of the large number of XML documents [1, 2] . Compared with traditional information retrieval, XML retrieval is concerned not only with document content matching but also with supporting the structural matching, due to the flexibility, self-describing nature in using structure to store its content of XML documents [3] .
In recently years, many researches have been conducted on XML information retrieval, but most of them have the common problem that the performance is often not satisfactory. For example, the result of retrieval often contains large irrelative documents due to bad query formulations. Many searchers are inexperienced and have difficulty in expressing their information need. Automatic query expansion is an effective technique commonly used to add useful words to a query. Due to the existence of structure in XML document, expressing the query intention involves not only keywords but also structural information, which is very difficult for ordinary users, because it requires understanding the DTD of XML documents. As a method for improving the retrieval quality, feedback technology is introduced to help users overcome the problem of translating an information need into a query and then formulate a better expression. Pseudo relevance feedback (PRF) has demonstrated to be in general an effective technique for improving retrieval effectiveness [4] . In general, PRF uses frequent terms in the top results of the first pass retrieval as expansion terms. The assumption underlying PRF is that the topranked documents contain terms related to the query and hence help identifying documents relevant to the query. However, many studies have showed that the basic assumption of PRF is not always true and that not all those documents are really relevant. The noise introduced by non-relevant documents could cause the expansion query drifting away from the original topic. It is, therefore, important in applying PRF to firstly know how to identify relevant documents in the top retrieved set without any relevance information, and then how to perform query expansion based on the obtained relevant information.
For the first problem, clustering has been suggested as an effective ways to find more related documents. A selective sampling method by Sakai et al [6] skips some top-retrieved documents based on a clustering criterion. The cluster is generated not by document similarity but by the same set of query terms. The sampling purpose is to select a more varied and novel set of documents for feedback. In [5] , a resampling method using clusters to select better documents for pseudo-relevance feedback is proposed and dominant documents that appear in multiple highly-ranked clusters are found. For the second question, Guihong Cao [7] pointed out that the term selection criteria used -term distributions in the feedback documents and in the whole document collection is insufficient. Only less than 18% of the expansion terms used in the mixture model is good terms. A large proportion of the expansion terms are neutral terms. The additional criterion of good expansion terms are proposed, such as cooccurrence with single query term, co-occurrence with pairs query terms and distance information between terms. All researches are based on traditional document, considering little structural characteristics of XML.
Existing approaches on XML query expansion are rather limited, especially on XML documents. Most researches on XML query expansion focus on XML keyword search using methods borrowed from traditional IR field, which are designed primarily for content query expansion instead of structure expansion.
This paper proposes a solution framework in which good XML feedback documents can be found by a semantic clustering firstly and then key phrase extraction method is used to identify a good set of expansion terms from the relevant XML documents. Finally, considering the feature of XML documents, a full-edged content-structure query expression which represents user's intention is formalized. Compared with tradition PRF, our method addresses the topic drift problem effectively. Specifically, the contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:
(1) related XML documents to query are obtained by using a semantic clustering method. Combining with content and semantic feature of XML documents, a naïve document similarity measure is proposed. Since terms appearing in the different labels and locations have different semantically meaning and hence contribution to the whole document, we introduce the concept of "semantic label weight" and "semantic level weight", which assign different weights for all possible labels and level position of XML tree. ⑵We adopt phrase as query expansion form instead of term. Unlike most other query expansion techniques which use a single term selected with statistical-based term weighting, we use key phrases as the basic unit for our expansion information to improve term selection because phrase can convey more specific meaning than a single term. A phrase extraction algorithm is implemented in the related clusters and those key phrases with maximum weight are selected as candidate expansion query phrase.⑶ XML structural feature is taken into full consideration and expansion method is proposed, which is mainly based on contents with supplementary of structural restraint.
In the remainder of this paper, Section 2 introduces semantic clustering. In section 3, we present the method of query expansion, in which query expansion based on key phrase extraction is described firstly and then structural expansion is introduced. Section 4 shows some experimental results on IEEE CS test collections and analysis. Finally, we conclude this paper and suggest some directions for future work in the last section.
Semantic XML Clustering
Lately, clustering algorithm has been applied to organize XML document collections into groups according to their structural and content characteristics. Compared with ordinary document, XML documents consist of not only text information but structure information. Most of existing clustering algorithms are based on the structural similarities between XML documents. All these methods represent XML documents as rooted ordered labeled trees. Measuring the structural similarities between XML documents by computing tree edit distances is in common use in [8] . Other methods measure the similarities between XML documents by recognizing the important structural features, such as frequent paths [9] , frequent sub-trees [10] . However, all these methods and models only take into account one facet of document features (structural features), and ignore content and its semantics. Therefore, fusion clustering methods combining the structure and content are proposed in recently years, which make full consideration of XML dual features [11, 12] . However, in a homogenous environment, fusion methods can not produces a better result. In this paper, we use the IEEE transactions on computer science (IEEE CS) collection, which is based on content-centric homogenous dataset. Combined with XML semantic feature, focusing on content information extracted from textual elements, k-median clustering algorithm in the result of XML retrieval is employed.
XML data model
We model an XML document as an ordered, labeled tree where each element (attribute) is represented as a node and each element-to-subelement(or element-to-attribute)relationship is represented as an edge between the corresponding nodes. In XML document, information not only lies in text but in structure. The content information of XML document is mainly text description between labels. The element labels have semantic feature, which may convey content classification of text segment. As an illustration, Figure 1 shows a sample XML document representing the journals of IEEE. The hierarchical format is totally 8 nodes and divided into 4 levels. Each circle represents a node with the label inside the circle. The name of label has semantic meaning, for example, label "atl" means the text segment is about document title, and label "abs" is about document abstract. 
Semantic Similarity Measurement
The crucial problem in text clustering is how to measure the similarity among documents. Rightness of similarity measure directly affects the quality of clustering. In XML document, content information and structure are mixed together. Analyzing the tree structure of XML document, term appearing the different levels of the tree has different contributions to document content, that is, the more close to root node the term of leaf node is, the more important to XML document and the more effect on content classification it is, vice versa.
Hence, a naïve document similarity measurement is proposed, in which the whole XML document tree is divided into N levels. We first present how to calculate the similarity from a single level and then discuss how to combine the whole similarity from multiple levels.
Before presenting our similarity scheme, we first define two user configurable parameters as follows: () wl : weight for a label . , ( ) 0 l w l   However, due to the heterogeneous content in XML documents, different label have specific semantic and data type. If two labels are same, the content under the labels is more similar. For example, in Figure1, the third level of the XML tree has three element labels "atl", "pn", and "abs" irrespectively. The similarity between "abs" segments is much larger than those of "abs" and "pn" segments. Moreover, the occurrences of a term t under different label have different importance. For example, "XML" in a title part of an article is more important than an "XML" in an abstract, which in turn is more important than an "XML" in a paragraph part. As a result, it may be inaccurate if we simply count the frequency of the same term t within same label e without considering the locations of term t in element e. Therefore, we introduce the concept of "semantic label weight", which assigns high weights to terms in important locations and low weights to terms in unimportant locations, that is, 
Where m refers to the text segment number of the k th level.
Analyzing the tree structure of XML document, the semantic information lies in not only text, but structure of document. The more close to root node the term of leaf node is, the more important to XML document and the more effect on content classification it is, vice versa. Hence, similarity measure also need consider the level location of term in XML tree. In this paper, we also introduce the concept of "semantic level weight" and use the following equation to reflect semantic weight of each level: 
Structural Query Expansion based on Key Phrase Extraction
XML query expansion is different from traditional query expansion, which expands not only to document content, but also structural expansion, and finally gets CAS query that can satisfy the user's intention. CAS query should be mainly based on contents with supplementary of structural restraint. Based on this work, a method of structural query expansion based on key phrase extraction is proposed. It firstly select expanded query phrase from the relevant documents in the clusters with similarity over a given threshold. Secondly the element label whose semantic weight is the max among the expanded query phrases is choused to its structural restraint, and finally a full-edged content-structure query is formalized.
Query Expansion
One of crucial question in pseudo-relevance feedback is how can we better select useful expansion terms from related documents. Unlike most other query expansion techniques which use a single term selected with statistical-based term weighting, we use key phrases as the basic unit for our expansion information to improve term selection because phrase can convey more specific meaning than a single term. In this paper, the algorithm in literature [14] is performed, to extract important phrase automatically from the related XML documents.
This algorithm mainly extracts key phrase from a single paper. It begins with high frequent words, then finds the associated words or phrases forward and backward respectively, and constitutes a group of key phrase. Many former researchers used to extract keywords from the whole document, but in this paper, the head information of paper (including title 、 abstract 、 keywords) rather than whole document is used to extract keywords. Finally, a group of key phrases whose weight is higher than the specific threshold is obtained. Algorithm description: Input: the head information of a single paper Output: the keywords set named keyphraseset; ⑴ Filter the head information using stoplist, ⑵ Calculate the frequencies of the rest words, then rank them in descent, put the top n words into the set named wordset ⑶Initialize keyphraseset=NUL, number=1, maxwordnum=m, where m is the maximum number of words contained in each phrase; ⑷Take out the first element of wordset, word=first(wordset); ⑸Take the word as center, select words of number forward and backward respectively and place them into a set named temphrase; ⑹Take out the next element of wordset, while the element is not NULL, jump step⑸ ⑺Adjust the value of n, n=n-number; ⑻Calculate the frequencies of each element in temphrase, then rank them in descent, put the top n words into the wordset and keyphraseset set respectively; ⑼Adjust the value of number, number=number+1, while number is less than maxwordnum, jump⑷
Structural Expansion
In a full-edged content-structure query expansion expression, it should be mainly based on contents with supplementary of structural restraint. On the one hand, the XML document content is composed of terms or phrases; On the other hand, element label is closely-related to term or phrase, which is just the structural information of XML. Thus, the structural expansion method proposed in [15] is introduced into this paper. After performing the algorithm of key phrase extraction, expansion query phrase, that is, KeyWTermi, are obtained. The structural expansion method firstly finds the element label of KeyWTermi whose semantic weight is the max value. Secondly, all "labeli-KeyWTermi "pairs are a part of branch structure in utmost structural query expansion. The root element node of document is still the root node of structural query expansion. Finally, a full-edged content-structure query expansion expression which is composed of the branch and root node is formalized. We use the INEX's query language NEXI. A typical extended NEXI query looks like the following: //Dr[about(.//label 1 , KeyWTerm 1 ) and about(./label 2 , KeyWTerm 2 ) and …] Where Dr refer to rootlabel of document, KeyWTermi is the expansion query phrase, and labeli indicates element label of KeyWTermi whose semantic weight is the max value
Experiments and Analysis

Experimental Preparation
The main purpose of this experiment is making effective expansion to users' original query and get query expression that can satisfy the user's intention and utmost improve the retrieval performance. The search engine in our experiment uses a XML prototype system, namely XSense [16] (XML Semantical Search), in which CO and CAS query can be both implemented. The data collection adopts IEEE CS, a text-centric dataset provided by INEX 2006, which collects scientific journal articles from the IEEE Computer Society and reach to totally 6052. Due to consideration of content integrity, about 1500 relatively long papers with standard structure are selected.
Experimental Evaluation
We usually select one or two keywords in processing of retrieval, because it is investigated that about eighty percent of users usually submit two keywords at most as query to search engine. An important premise effecting query expansion performance in pseudo-relevance feedback is whether and how many the related documents can be found. Clustering has been suggested as an effective method for finding related documents for pseudo-relevance feedback. In this paper, the top 100 documents of original retrieval results are selected to perform clustering. A series of original query are submitted to XSense system and k-median clustering algorithm is performed to top 100 documents' head information of result.
Evaluation of Clustering
An important premise effecting query expansion performance in pseudo-relevance feedback is whether and how many the related documents can be found. Clustering has been suggested as an improvement for pseudo-relevance feedback. The aim of this experiment is not measuring performance of clustering but verifying the effect of clustering on finding related documents. A series of original query are submitted to XSense system and k-median clustering algorithm is performed to top 100 documents' head information in results (Here N=5). The experimental results are shown on table1. In Table 1 , recall is based on top 100 documents of original results and precision refers to ratio of query-related documents to returned ones, which show different meanings of pre-clustering and postclustering. The results of post-clustering refer to the most related clusters while pre-clustering is the top n documents of original results, and n indicates the number of documents in related clusters. So, the higher precision stands for the more probability to find related documents, and the higher recall for the more related documents. From the data of table1, it is shown that average precision and recall have been improved greatly after clustering and many more relative documents have been found.
Expansion Term
As we all known, selecting useful expansion terms is the second important factor in solving topic drift of PRF. In traditional PRF, expansion terms are selected merely based on term distributions, for example, frequency and inverse document frequency. Those whose weight is high are selected. In this paper, we simulate traditional PRF based on TF*IDF and the value of parameter N in PRF is the number of documents in related clusters. We also perform PRF based on clustering and the term selection criteria is still using TF*IDF. The experiment results on expansion term are shown table 2. 
Performance Evaluation of query expansion
The purpose of this experiment mainly verifies whether the query expansion method can improve the quality of XML document retrieval. The retrieval quality usually uses precision criterion, that is, Prec@X, which refers to average precision of top X documents in results under certain query. X is usually set 10 or 20 to reflect the precision of first page and the former two pages in results. XSense system is still selected as retrieval system in our experiment.
Firstly, we simulate the traditional pseudo relevant feedback method and compare the performance with the original eight different queries respectively. The parameter N, that is, the top N documents in pseudo relevant feedback, is set according to the number of relevant documents. The results are shown on Figure3 and Figure4 respectively. From the data of two Figures, it is obvious that traditional pseudo relevant feedback method bring into topic drift. Some queries after expansion not only improve the retrieval quality, on the contrary, lead to performance decrease deeply. The main reason is adding some irrelevant information to the original query. The top-ranked documents in the initial retrieval are not always relevant; instead, this assumption is often invalid and contains many noises, which can result in a negative impact on PRF performance. Relevant documents can be selected by clustering technique; the expansion term from them can imply more query theme than ordinary documents and hence satisfy with user's intention. Thirdly, we also submit expanded query expression to the system. The expanded expression is formalized as expanded query phrase performed by key phrase extraction algorithm combined with its element label. The query expression are shown on table3, where the label of atl is document title, abs refers to abstract, and kwd indicates keywords of document. Figure7 and Figure8 compare the performance of the initial query and content-structure expansion query. It can be seen that our proposed structural expansion based on phrase method can improve the quality. Two main reasons exist. On the one hand, concerning document content, results clustered may bring more related documents together, which, to some extent, make sure the usefulness and relativity of expansion information extracted from related documents. Furthermore, in this paper, the adoption of phrase could convey more clear meaning than terms in traditional search engine, for documents just containing the terms are thought to be relevant to query, however, the same terms have different meanings in different context, leading to irrelevant documents returned and low precision. Meanwhile, by using the structural feature of XML documents, structural constraints on expansion information may gain precise query expression that satisfies users' intention and, as a result, get better results quality.
Finally, we measure the effect of structure on performance. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the performance comparison between the two query expansion methods respectively. In contrast to key phrase query expansion merely, it can be observed that the same query expansion with structural constraint achieve comparable or better results and a 17% or 18% statistically significant improvement on precison@10 and precision@20 criterion respectively. There are some evident problems for future research through the specific analysis of experimental results. ⑴Similarity measure between XML documents needs further research efforts. In performing clustering, we have found that the similarity matching among documents is still not satisfactory and many semantically related or close documents can not be grouped into same cluster. For example, some proper noun uses abbreviation. So, it is difficult for the system to firstly identify them correctly. How to deeply mine and utilize the semantic information is one direction in the future. ⑵Our experiment is based on XSense system. The general problem in experiment is the score and ranking mechanism are not satisfied and leads to the problem that many relevant documents are not ranked ahead, which hamper the final retrieval performance. Incorporating structural feature of XML documents and proposing an effective ranking score method is the next problem. 
Conclusion
In pseudo-relevance feedback, the top two influential key factors affecting the retrieval performance are the source from which expansion terms are generated and the method of selecting good expansion information. In this paper, we propose an effective method to reduce the topic drift by using clustering and key phrase extraction technique. By performing the kmedian clustering algorithm, related document set is found. Combining with XML structural feature, query expansion is only implemented by two steps. Keyword expansion is firstly made in the related documents and then structural expansion is next step. F inally a full-edged contentstructure expansion query expressions that can satisfy user's intention is formalized. The experimental results on IEEE CS data collection show that the proposed method reduces the topic drift and outperforms original query in precision, which obtain the better retrieval quality.
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